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Iowa Voters: Budget Crisis Response
Should Include Raising Revenue
and Improving Tax Fairness
Iowa voters believe further revisions will be needed to balance Iowa’s budget.
Moreover, voters want lawmakers to find solutions that include selective tax and
revenue increases and believe the current Iowa tax system favors the wealthy
and large corporations. Voters overwhelmingly favor greater public disclosure
and transparency of business tax credits and support state income-tax reform.
These findings in a survey commissioned by the Iowa Fiscal Partnership may help
Iowa policy makers find sound solutions in keeping with Iowans’ priorities.
A joint budget analysis initiative
of the Child & Family Policy Center
and the Iowa Policy Project
www.iowafiscal.org
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Question: The Governor recently ordered a 10 percent cut in state expenditures
because state revenues are forecasted to decline. Are you confident these cuts to
governmental
expenditures
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By a ratio of 9-to-1, Iowa voters do not believe the 10 percent across-the-board
budget cut has balanced Iowa’s budget.
Iowa voter views are consistent with current state revenue projections, which
indicate the shortfall in next year’s budget exceeds $1 billion, which could be an
additional 10 percent of current state expenditures and commitments.

Question: If state revenues continue to fall, the State Legislature will need to decide
whether to make further cuts in spending, raise taxes and fees to increase revenue,
or some combination. Which do you think is the best approach?
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Overall, Iowans favor a balanced approach to addressing further budget problems, with
6 in 10 favoring some increase in taxes and fees rather than cuts alone.
National research shows cutting state spending is more likely to deepen and prolong
a recession than raising selective taxes, particularly those affecting more affluent
taxpayers and businesses.
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Question: Over the last 20 years, Iowa has enacted a number of tax cuts for individuals
and business including income taxes, sales taxes, and property taxes. Please state
whether
you think
the each of
these groups
benefited
a lot from
the tax
reductions,
benefited a
little, or did
not benefit at
all.
•
•

Iowa voters generally believe the greatest benefits from recent tax cuts have gone to
the wealthiest Iowans and to big corporations.
In fact, the largest beneficiaries of tax cuts over the past 20 years have been the
wealthiest Iowans, whose incomes also have grown the most over this period.

Question:
Which of
these groups
do you think
pay more
taxes than
they should,
pay about the
right amount,
or pay less
than they
should?
•

More than 6 in 10 Iowa voters believe the wealthiest Iowans and large
corporations do not pay their fair share in Iowa.

About this survey: The Iowa Fiscal Partnership commissioned a survey of 500 registered Iowa
voters about Iowa’s budget crisis and potential solutions. Selzer & Co. conducted the survey from
Nov. 11-15. The margin of error is plus or minus 4.4 percentage points.
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Question: Currently, the state does not make public the amount of tax credits
businesses are awarded through targeted programs. Should the state make public the
names of businesses and the amount they receive because the public should know
how these credits are
used, or should it be
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By a very wide margin, Iowa voters believe there should be transparency when it
comes to business tax credits.
A growing number of states have enacted transparency legislation to make public such
information, with no evidence this compromises those businesses’ trade secrets.

Question: Last session, the Iowa Legislature considered changing Iowa’s income tax to
lower tax rates, increase some deductions, and end the ability to deduct federal income
taxes when calculating state income. The result would have been that approximately
three-quarters of
Iowans would pay
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By a 2-1 majority, Iowa voters favor tax reform that makes Iowa’s tax system more
progressive through lowering rates and eliminating federal deductibility.
Iowa voter response is consistent with their voters of how Iowa’s tax system can be
changed to be more fair for taxpayers at different income levels. (See Part Two)
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